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Highlights

Public Hearing on the “’Use of new Breeding Techniques”

Much of Thursday morning (17 May) will be devoted to a
hearing on New Breeding Techniques (NBTs), organised in
association with the ENVI committee. It is widely accepted
that new crop varieties need to be developed to meet
challenges such as climate change and the spread of plant
diseases and an increasing number of plant breeding
companies are already actively using NBTs. However some
legal uncertainties have persisted in this field. Members will
hear from experts including Niels Louwaars, Director of
Plantum, the Seed Association in the Netherlands, Mr Julien
Mante, engineer at “France Limousin Sélection” and
responsible for R&D at "Pole de Lanaud", and Mr Yves
Bertheau, INRA Research Director.
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Report on the AGRI Committee delegation to Brazil

A group of AGRI Committee MEPs visited Brazil last month
(2-6 April), with the aim of getting a better insight into its
agriculture, in particular the beef and poultry sectors,
against the background of the EU-Mercosur trade
negotiations and the “Carne Fraca" tainted meat scandal.
Members will discuss the outcome of the visit on
Wednesday morning and hear a DG SANTE update on the
sanitary situation of Brazilian beef and poultry meat.

Appraisal of the “The Future of Food and Farming” Communication

Wednesday afternoon will start with a presentation of a
study on the Commission’s ‘Future of Food and Farming’
Communication, which was coordinated by the Institute for
European Environmental Policy (IEEP). The study provides
analysis can which can be used in the AGRI’s Committee’s
work on the CAP legislative proposals in upcoming months.
David Mottershead (IEEP) and Jean-Christophe Bureau
(Agro Paris Tech) will present its results.

State of play of poultry imports from Ukraine

EU-level stakeholders have recently raised concerns about
the effects on farmers of a significant surge in duty-free
imports of certain chicken cuts from Ukraine under the
Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA)
with the country. The Commission will be present to brief
committee members on the current situation of poultry
imports from Ukraine.

Global Symposium on Soil Pollution and the work of the Global Soil Partnership (GSP)

The Global Symposium on Soil Pollution (GSOP18) took
place last week at the FAO in Rome (2 to 4 May). A
representative of the Global Soil Partnership (GSP), an FAO
body, will inform MEPs of the Symposium’s discussions,
centred on the current trends and actions on soil pollution,
and its consequences on human health, food safety and the
environment.
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Work in progress

EU budget 2019: Exchange of views with BUDG rapporteur

AGRI Members will discuss next year’s budgetary priorities
with Daniele Viotti (S&D, IT) who is the rapporteur in the
BUDG Committee for the 2019 EU general budget and is
undertaking the usual Spring visit to the specialised
committees. In the meantime, the AGRI Committee is
expected to vote its opinion on the mandate for the 2019
budgetary trilogue on 20 June. A draft opinion has been
prepared by the AGRI draftsperson for the 2019 budgetary
procedure, Ramón Luis Valcárcel Siso (EPP, ES).

Unfair trading practices in the food supply chain

Late on Wednesday afternoon, Members will kick off their
discussions on the proposed directive on Unfair Trading
Practices (UTPs) in the food supply chain - a piece of
legislation that the AGRI Committee has been fighting for
for several years. This first exchange of views will allow the
Commission to present its proposal and rapporteur Paolo
De Castro (S&D, IT) to hear some first reactions from
colleagues.

Votes

Integrated farm statistics

Wednesday morning’s votes will start with a single vote on
the provisional agreement reached with the Council on the
new Integrated Farm Statistics (IFS) regulation on 11 April.
The agreement was adopted by Coreper on 8 May.

The future of food and farming

Following on, a much longer vote will take place on Herbert
Dorfmann’s (PPE, IT) draft report which constitutes the AGRI
Committee’s response to the ‘Future of Food of Farming’
Communication. A total of 1334 amendments were
submitted to the draft report and 68 compromises have
been negotiated ahead of the vote under the auspices of
the rapporteur.
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Dual quality of products in the Single Market

Members will also vote on a draft opinion drawn up by
Momchil Nekov (S&D, BG) on an initiative report on ‘Dual
quality of products in the Single Market’, for which the
Internal Market Committee (IMCO) is the lead. From the 115
amendments tabled by Members, the rapporteur
negotiated 12 compromise amendments in order to
facilitate the vote.

Next committee meetings

4 June 2018, 15.00 - 18.30 (Brussels)
20 June 2018, 9.00 -12.30 – 14.30 - 18.30 (Brussels)
21 June 2018, 9.00 - 12.30 (Brussels)

Useful links
AGRI website Calendar of AGRI meetings
Webstreaming EP Press releases on agriculture
Meeting documents Minutes of previous meetings
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